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                                        Dig your way through ancient worlds full of mysterious quests and puzzles.
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                                        Experience history & solve logistic problems with your huge train collection!
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                                        Get your army ready and crush your enemies in competitive multiplayer battles!
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                                        Get ready for an exciting journey through the history of ships!
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                                        Become a railroad magnate and enjoy the largest train collection from every era!
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                                        Do you have what it takes to solve challenging puzzles and escape from the virtual labyrinth?
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                                        Become the ultimate candy tycoon
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                                        Collect ships, transport goods & complete contracts to grow your empire
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                                    Join Diggy on his adventure story! Complete quests, mazes or mines in Diggy's Adventure online game!

                                

                            
                            
                                                            
                                                                            

    
        
            
            
            
            
        
        
            
                
            
        
    

                                                                            

    
        
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
        
        
            
                
            
        
    

                                                                            
    
        
            
            
            
            
                
                    
                
            
        
        
            
                
            
        
    

                                                                    

                                                    

                    

                

            

        

    



        

    
        
            
                
                                                                        
                                Explore the world, dig mines, discover hidden secrets and solve logic puzzles.
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                    Achievements
                

            
                            
                    Great adventurers deserve to become legends! Dig your way through Diggy’s Adventure and get rewarded for your achievements.
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                    Build your camp
                

            
                            
                    Build up your camp and set it up with various decorations and items that will help to boost your progress. Just the way you like it.
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                    Enjoy the story
                

            
                            
                    Whether you’re into mysteries of ancient civilizations or modern special events, Diggy always has an exciting story up his sleeve!
                

            
                    

    


                        
                                    

                    

    



    

    
        
            
                                    
                        Diggy's Adventure: Puzzle Tomb
                    

                
                                    
                        Join Diggy on his adventure story! Explore the world, dig mines, discover hidden secrets of an ancient civilization, and solve logic puzzles. Dig through mine mazes, complete quests and escape room, maze or mine in Diggy's Adventure online game!
                    

                            


            
                
                
            

        

    



        

    
        
                            
                    
                        Beautiful in-game regions
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                        Play in browser
                    

                
                                    
                        Adventure awaits! Embark on a thrilling expedition and soon you will be crawling through ancient temples, cursed tombs and caves full of forgotten treasures; solving riddles and digging your way through the mysteries of our wonderful world.
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                        Download diggy's adventure e-books
                    

                
                                    
                        Download our e-books and relive all the exciting adventures from Egypt and Scandinavia! Follow @diggysadventure on Instagram for a fresh weekly story.
                    

                
                                    
                                                        
         Scandinavian Quest E-Book 
    
                                                        
         Egyptian Tales E-Book 
    
                                            

                            

        

    



        

    
        
            
                
                                            
                            Need help with the game?
                        

                    
                                            
                            
                                Have a look at our support forums and FAQ section, you'll surely find answers to your questions. If not, our willing support team is ready and eager to help you with any issue you might encounter. We will reply to your queries as soon as possible.
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